TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
appearance of shining silver bladders, semi-transparent, twisting
with ears up into freakish shapes against the blue-black sky. I'
suppose one can explain this phenomenon by saying his vision is so
strongly individual that it imposes itself upon yours like a palimpsest;
and yet so directly concerned with the normal things that we see
about us all day and every day, that we do not have to go seeking
them at odd eccentric angles among people and places set apart
as "paintable". Corot can bring the same effect from a wood,
any wood, beside a lake, any lake; invaluable gift of green shade,
tender and silvery, to heal your eyes when they are aching from
shadeless sea and fierce uncaring sky.
For I have never been one of these sun-children who wander
about disconsolate until they find a climate where they can lie and
bask and burn and feel the heat strike through their bones. Nor
do I care for days that are mild and colourless, or bleak and dreary;
stufiy grey weather and stufiy grey days when one longs and longs
for brightness to spangle the air. But I like to lie and watch
brightness falling in gold just beyond where it can touch me;
watch it felling through leaves. Shadow beauty ... I have seen
a picture recently, I cannot remember where or who painted it,
of the shadow of leaves and tendrils sprayed on a sun-swept wall,
somehow lovelier than the foliage itself.
I like light lacy shade; when the sun drips through slots in the
trees and boughs, dappling the ground. And I like the shade
which falls softly round your boat when you thrust it out of the
broad sunlight into a tent of willow shadow that overhangs the
river, in and then out again, leaving coolness behind. I like shadows
that sway on the walls of a house; shadows on grass, and sharper
on wet grass in the early morning; I like chunks and cubes of
solid shade; and blue shadows of the snow; and stripes of shadow
slanting on the long French roads from the Lombardy poplars
that Napoleon planted so that future armies of France need not,
Eke his Grande Armee, march sweating in the unsparing sun. I
like the slatted shade of the South falling in ruled lines on the tiled
floors; and the fantasy shadows thrown in the streets of the Ktde
French towns and villages by lemon-coloured lamps tangled in the
chestnut-trees, and equally in London where the lamp-posts stand
beside plane-trees. And I like shade without shape or edges;
forest shade, cool and ferny and aromatic; you step into it out
of the hot bright air, and are thankful. And the cold shade on
marble or on the sand at the entrance of sea-caves. , And I love
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